Masks/Face covers | KN95/N95/FFP2
DLA Troop Support has prepositioned Personal
Face Masks, KN95 FFP2 at DLA Distribution Europe (DDDE), Germersheim. 4240-F00000760–
$113.60 per BX (40 per BX).
LSN is a commercial product and are available to
order.
Who can order: Department of Defense (DoD),
other federal and authorized local agencies with

an established DODAAC that register as customers in FEDMALL
Why: In accordance with the current RhinelandPalantine host nation ordinance, effective 1 February 2021 and until rescinded, you are required
to wear a KN95/N95/FFP2 or medical-style surgical face mask when visiting all retail establishments, post offices, all AAFES and DECA facili-

ties, legal assistance offices, banks or any location providing goods or services to personnel on
U.S. Army Garrison Rheinland Pfalz installations
and Ramstein Air Base.

For more information,
email lumber@dla.mil

How to order:
1. Go to FedMall https://www.fedmall.mil/index.html
2. For OCONUS orders, use A04 (for other-overseas
shipment). In FedMall use the appropriate A0_ (A
zero_) transaction and place the order or use the
attached spreadsheet to create the order and copy
and paste Column ‘R’ into FedMall Freeform.
3. If there is more than one line, copy and paste column R into Notepad and use Bulk Upload to upload
the orders and process.
4. The attached spreadsheet has red triangles in the
corner with instructions on each box.
5. The NIIN and quantity columns have a green triangle
telling you to put an apostrophe (‘) prior to the number (‘0123456789) or quantity (‘00002) to keep the
preceding zeros or the order will not process correctly.
6. There are 2 spaces between the NIIN and Unit of Issue, and 3 spaces between Fund Code and Project
Code. Any fields that you leave blank, you must enter that exact number of blank spaces for each field,
such as Distribution Code must have 3 blank spaces
if you do not use the field.
7. Line 2 on the spreadsheet is a sample of what your
order should look like when you get to Column R.
Please also refer to the Quick Start Guide and
Self Help sections on the FedMall homepage at:
https://www.fedmall.mil/index.html

Masks/Face covers

With elastic ear ring

With adjustable tie ear loop

DLA supplies cloth face covers (Non-Medical, NonIndustrial) that provide users with limited protection
from the spread of Coronavirus. The covers are primarily
designed to keep the wearer from touching their face,
nose, or mouth.
The covers are a double-ply fabric, rectangular with
two pleats. They come in either elastic ear loops or adjustable tie ear loops. The coverings are washable, reusable and one size fits most (no sizing offered).

The following types and colors are
available through FEDMALL:
• Woven Cloth Masks – reusable, 4 colors
• Black 8415-01-688-9494 (Adjustable Tie Loop)

• Black 8415-01-687-7080 (Elastic Ear Loop)
• Black 8415-01-688-9494 (Elastic Ear Loop)
• Hunter Green 8415-01-687-5541 (Elastic Ear Loop)
• Hunter Green 8415-01-688-9516 (Elastic Ear Loop)

Low-Cost Facial Mask
NSN

Characteristics

8415-01-692-0469

The face cover is made of at least two layers of cloth. It covers
the user’s face from nose to chin and fits comfortably against the
side of the face with elastic ear loops. Construction and materials
allow for breathing without restriction and does not restrict the
user’s vision or movement.

Price
1,010.00

Size
Face covers are one size fits all

The face cover can be used multiple times without damage to
or change of face cover. The face cover is a solid white color, and
does not contain any writing, logos, or designs on the exterior
portion of the face cover. The face cover does not contain any
anti-microbial or anti-viral finishes or chemicals.

The contractor will provide one set of instructions for proper
care and use in each unit pack. If the face cover is intended to be

For more information, email: lumber@dla.mil

